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Richard Kusaba (editor-in-chief) -- 

Shortly after lunch on Friday afternoon, 

May 6th, numerous VIPs, including   

College Council Chairperson Patricia 

Fogarty, Alfred State President Dr. John 

Anderson, State Senator Catharine 

Young, and Congressman Tom Reed 

lined up next to a low berm of dirt and 

with golden shovels ceremonially broke 

ground for the new Student Leadership 

Center. 

  

It was a happy occasion.  Dr. Steven 

Tyrell, Vice President of Student Affairs, 

and acting Master of Ceremonies for the 

ground breaking was ebullient as were all 

the guests who remarked prior to      

shoveling.   In the words of Dr. John  

Anderson, President of the school, ―This 

is an exciting time to be at Alfred State 

College.‖ 

  

Engagement, involvement, participation, 

and leadership were all common theme 

among the speakers.  According to Dr. 

Tyrell, ―The whole building is designed 

around making sure you know how to get 

involved in something that will be     

important to you.‖  Senator Catharine 

Young, from New York‘s 57th district, 

stated, ―I believe that this project is all 

about empowerment.‖  And Chairperson 

Fogarty declared, ―At Alfred State     

College, we give our students every   

opportunity to succeed and to find in 

themselves that which is best and which 

they can most contribute.‖ 

  

The road to this point was rocky, but 

with a solid, unified, message the       

lawmakers in Albany were finally      

convinced.  ―We started with a vision 

that every graduate of Alfred State      

College should have a life transforming 

civil engagement experience,‖ said Dr. 

Anderson.  Geoff Hamburg, Capital   

program manager at the state university 

construction fund, added, ―I often explain 

the college to people back in Albany.  

What goes on here?  The terms I often 

use are ‗purpose‘ and ‗focus.‘  Things 

happen here. And everything in this 

building has a reason and it supports the 

mission of the college.‖  Senator Young 

took this vision and exuberance,      

struggled mightily, and finally compelled 

her fellow legislators support Alfred 

State Colleges Student Leadership    

Center. 

  

Now that it‘s finally here, everyone is 

excited.   Erik Tellander from William 

Rawn Associates and lead architect for 

the Center commented, ―This project is 

special to us as a design team.  It‘s  

something that‘s captured our            

imagination.  The project is about a   

vision for Alfred State College and the 

future of its students.‖  Speaking of   

students, Zachary Towner and Andrew 

Meeder were selected to serve as       

construction management interns for 

LeChase Construction over the next two 

years.  Bill Goodrich, CEO of LeChase, 

while announcing Zachary and Andrew‘s 

selection, added, ―We are proud to be 

part of this facility, this program.  Ulti-

mately, at the end of the day, this facility 

will be a tremendous asset to the cam-

pus.‖ 

  

At the end of the day, Alfred Student will 

go out into the world.  Congressman Tom 

Reed, who attended Alfred University 

and whose wife graduated from Alfred 

State, looked ahead, ―There are men and 

women walking these hills who will walk 

in that building and who are going to do 

ten times, a hundred times, more than I 

will ever do.  Never ever forget, young 

men and women here today, that you are 

the future of tomorrow.‖ 

  

Keeping with the forward looking theme, 

Chairperson Fogarty wrapped up the  

remarks by saying, ―This is a singular 

event here at Alfred state.  When we first 

started talking about this project, it was a 

student union, a place where our students 

could gather, where they could thrive, 

where they could have fun, and where 

they could enjoy each other.  It is so 

much more than that.  And it has become 

so much more than that because of the 

vision of John Anderson.  He realizes that 

only part of our education occurs in the 

classroom; that we need to provide to our 

students the opportunity to become    

leaders; that we need to provide to them a 

place where they can learn problem    

solving, where they can learn teamwork, 

where they can lead, and where they can 

dream; that we need to challenge them 

and tell them that they have a              

responsibility to their communities, to the 

local community, to the state, and to this 

nation.  That is what the Student       

Leadership center is about.‖ 

Richard Kusaba (editor-in-chief) -- I 

can‘t tell you what the charges are; that‘s 

a secret, but Joe Klopp (far left) is in big 

trouble.  Here he is facing the expert 

testimony of Rochelle Foote (far right), 

who specializes in fingerprints and has 

found the mark of his left ring finger on 

a piece of evidence recovered from the 

crime scene. 

  

Previous witnesses, Tianne Armaly 

(fibers) and Chris Blair (chemistry) have 

already testified that cotton fibers and 

methanol are involved.   (Has anyone 

seen my lighter?) 

  

But Mr. Klopp, and particularly his    

lawyer, Mr. Wayne Bensley, head of the 

Forensics Curriculum at Alfred State, 

will not let these so-called experts just 

skate by.  Mr. Bensley has testified over 

300 times in forensics trials.  He knows 

the kinds of questions 

and the kinds of  

badgering that expert 

witnesses face.  He is 

a forensics pro and 

currently he is    

playing hardball with 

Ms. Foote. 

  

T h e  h o n o r a b l e       

Michael Putnum is   

keeping things civil, 

but appears skeptical 

as well. 

  

At the end of the day, justice will      

prevail and Klopp will be convicted (or 

not).  In the meantime, students from the 

Forensics Department will receive a 

blistering lesson in what it‘s like to   

testify in court. 

  

(Contributions to the appeal fund may 

be sent to Sherry Volk who provided 

much of the information for this article.)

Alfred State College -- ALFRED, NY, 

May 2011—Alfred  State  College  will 

name  its  auditorium  for  longtime       

employee  Anthony  Cappadonia         

following the successful completion of a 

campaign to raise funds for renovations 

of the facility,  President Dr. John M. 

Anderson announced recently.  

  

President  Anderson  made  the             

announcement  at  the  Alfred  State       

College Alumni Choir Concert, an event 

which has been led by Cappadonia for 60 

years. 

  

―Over  the  next  couple  of  years,  the    

College will invest over a quarter of a 

million  dollars  to  upgrade  the            

auditorium. We approached the alumni 

choir leadership about whether the group 

would like to support the renovation of 

the space that they had performed in so 

many  times,  and  they  were  very         

enthusiastic. We will spend the next year 

raising  an  additional  $100,000  from  

supporters to further the scope of the 

renovations  of  this  auditorium,  and    

second,  once  we  have  achieved  that 

$100,000  goal,  to  commemorate  that 

successful campaign we will name this 

facility after the person who, more than 

any other, poured his heart and soul into 

the  wonderful  performances  that  have 

graced this hall over the years: Anthony 

Cappadonia,‖ said Anderson. 

  

Professor Emeritus Anthony Cappadonia 

served as music professor at Alfred State 

College from 1951 until his retirement 

in 2007, after 56 years of directing both 

instrumental and choral groups. 

  

Cappadonia  earned  his  bachelor  and 

master degrees in instrumental and vocal 

music  from  Ithaca  College  and          

continued  graduate  work  at  Syracuse 

and Alfred universities.  He has authored 

many articles in the Choral Journal, a 

national  publication.  He  is  also  an      

accomplished composer, most recently 

honored by performance of his Alleluia, 

Prayer,  and  Amen  at  the  National     

Cathedral  in  Washington,  DC.          

Cappadonia  is  a  member  of  the      

American Choral Directors' Association 

and has served as guest conductor and 

adjudicator for many county and area all

-state choirs throughout New York and 

Pennsylvania.   He  was  presented  the 

ASC  College  Council  Outstanding    

Service Award in May 2000. 

  

The response to the project has been 

strong – over $30,000 has been pledged 

in  just  seven  weeks.  The  renovation 

funds, both from the College's budget 

and from the money raised through the 

campaign, will be used to improve the 

auditorium's  lighting,  sound  system, 

acoustics,  appearance,  and  other  me-

chanicals. The College hopes to dedicate 

the facility at next year's Alumni Choir 

Concert. Those interesting in supporting 

the project may go to alfredstate.edu/

give. 
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"I should not talk so much about myself 

if there were anybody else whom I knew 

as well." -Henry David Thoreau 

 

And so, gentle reader, this is goodbye.  

After more than five years of planning 

and execution, twenty months of which 

were spent here at Alfred, I will graduate 

and leave this part of the country. 

 

Before I go, I‘d like to say thanks and 

give recognition to the persons, places, 

and things that made this odyssey      

successful.  In doing so, I hope to bring 

them, or their ideas, to your attention so 

that you might make use of them, too. 

 

This adventure began the day our drafter, 

Yvette Blair, convinced me of the need 

to bolster my longer term financial    

prospects.  A year and a half later, I was 

welcomed warmly at Alfred. Considering 

I was uneasy about fitting in as a 40-

something student, I appreciated the 

friendliness.  The first person to help me 

feel at home was Jennifer Lorrow (‘08), 

who I met in June of ‘07 when I came 

out to find a place to live.  Next, the 

whole of the class of 2011 took me in as 

one of their own.  Some of the other non

-trads, like Todd Sweet, Mary Johnson, 

Nick French, and Pat VanHaverbeke, 

provided mutual support.  The traditional 

students like Kevin Minderland, Andrea 

Goff, Jennifer Brongo, Ken Pixley, and 

Melissa Sokolinski, among many others, 

saved me from being a total bore. 

 

On my return, the class of 2013 picked 

up right where this year‘s seniors left 

off. For example, my lab partners this 

year, Shane Jackson and Ben Hoffman, 

followed my orders readily (and perhaps 

too eagerly) when I told them ―I‘m in a 

sh**ty mood; therefore if you think I‘m 

getting on your case, responses of ‗F*** 

You!‘ will be perfectly acceptable to-

day.‖ 

 

Here at Tor Echo this semester, the    

students from Digital Media and        

Animation (DMA) made all the          

difference.  Starting with our layout  

editor, Michael Pezzulo, and running 

through the dozen other members,      

including next year‘s editor-in-chief, 
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Paul Vincent, I am deeply grateful for 

all that you‘ve done to make this paper 

real again.  

 

I am appreciative of everyone at Orvis, 

particularly Nikkie Hockenberry, Barb 

Pierce, Spencer Peavey, and Sandy    

Kinnerney, who have all helped me 

along as I worked as hard as  I could 

both in and out of the classroom. 

 

I am thankful to all the members of 

BSU, particularly Ace, DJ, DaDa, and 

Min, for making me feel welcome and 

for letting me look in on their world.  

Racism comes from ignorance          

entrenched by fear.  Thanks so much for 

not scaring me off that first night; I was 

very nervous.  I hope I can return the 

favor one day. 

 

I‘m happy to have worked with the    

student staff or ERGO, Deirdre Keating, 

Colin Votier, and Lydia Moore.  They 

gave me a platform for developing and 

showing off some of my photographs.  

They provided an artistic break from the 

somewhat predictable rigors of         

technology. (And they‘re really cool to 

be around!) 

 

And I am thankful to the faculty and staff 

of Alfred.  Again too many to mention, 

but I‘d like to especially mention Prof. 

Uli Besemann, Prof. Joseph Damrath, 

and Dr. Aniko Constantine for being  

inspirations both in and out of the     

classroom.   

 

In conclusion, I‘d like to say that I      

embarked on this adventure for strictly 

financial reasons, namely to make sure 

that I didn‘t have to go career hunting ten 

years from now at age 55.  But a funny 

thing happened along the way.         

Sometime between July of ‘07 and May 

of ‘11, I came face to face with the     

reality that I need a whole lot more than 

just a paycheck every Friday.  I also need 

the company, support, camaraderie, and 

occasional love from the community in 

which I live.  Alfred has provided all this, 

and more, in abundance and I am       

eternally grateful. 

 

Welcome to the next level. 

The smooth tones of Miles Davis‘s ―My 

Favorite Things‖ wafted around the 

hushed air of the Allegany Room last 

Wednesday evening as the Alfred      

Programming Board hosted their       

semi-annual Stress Free Night. 

  

Holly Jacobs, president of APB, was 

pleased.  In moving the event from the 

Pioneer Lounge the atmosphere felt 

much warmer, much better for relaxing 

before finals. 

  

In addition to the usual comforts such as 

massages, manicures, and light snacks, 

this semester‘s offerings included      

pedicures and a raffle of plush objects 

like a bean bag chair. 

  

At one table, students took time off to 

color. At another, some worked on   ori-

gami. And many waited for the    coveted 

massages.  

  

Will Hess, general manager of WETD 

and the man who selected the music, 

found the ambience effective.  ―I‘m on 

five hours of sleep, and I‘ve spent all day 

in the cool [at Hog Wild Days], and now 

I come here to this.  It‘s good.‖ All he 

needed was a cot. 

  

Tranquility reigned. 

DJ Fox gets a massage from Jennifer Herzog 

Dennis Billings (contributor) -- Hog 

Wild Day 2011 has come to a close. 

Even for the inclement weather, the turn 

out this year was great! Not only was 

there a line out the door for the fantastic 

Barbecue Bandits meal but a large crowd 

formed around the dunk tank to cheer on 

the multiple people attempting to send 

the taunting volunteer instructors for a 

dip. WETD did an amazing job dj-ing 

the event, even during the Exhaust    

contest when they were drowned out by 

the roar of multiple revving engines. 

 

Thanks go out to all those that entered 

the Tug of War, Car Show, Car Stereo 

Competition, Exhaust Competition and 

all other events that were held      

throughout the day. The winners of Tug 

Of War were Mr. Perry‘s freshman    

automotive class.  Winners of 3 on 3 

Basketball were Garrett Glass, Ricky 

Pratt and Joe Bowman.  Winners of 

Horseshoes were Cody Dill and       

Instructor Kieler and 2nd place went to 

Joe Dullery and Anthony Cotone.  Car 

Show winners were: ―Judges Choice‖ 

going to Jerry Cardilicchia who is a 

freshman in Truck & Diesel and 

―Hottest Hog Wild Car‖ went to Marty 

Huber and his 1972 Chevrolet El 

Camino.  Congratulation also goes out 

to all the winners of the other          

competitions that took place! In       

addition, the Dunk Tank raised over 

$262 for the students participating in the 

SKILLS USA trip to Kansas City!!! 

 

A special thanks goes out to Sandy  

Burdick! Without her enthusiasm and 

continuous efforts, this event wouldn‘t 

have been possible. 

“Even though it will often be          

difficult and complicated,             

you know you have what it         

takes to get it done.” 
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Tricia Jacobs (food critic) -- Alright, I 

know what you‘re saying, ―Chipotle! 

There isn‘t one near Alfred for miles!‖ 

Yes, that‘s exactly my point.  Chipotle is 

my favorite healthy-quick-food          

restaurant, and I have to drive all of the 

way to Rochester to eat there.  Let me 

tell you though, it‘s not just my favorite 

restaurant.  Every time I visit the 

Chipotle in Rochester, near Henrietta 

Mall, it is packed.  If you‘ve never been 

to Chipotle, you‘re missing out.   

 

As you enter the building, it has a very 

industrial feel.  The walls have metal 

sheeting attached to them, the booths and 

stools are steel with attached cushions.  

But it‘s great.  It is very bold, modern, 

and lively.   

 

When you get to the front of the line, an 

employee is waiting to ask you what 

kind of tortilla you would like. The 

choices on the menu are basic: burrito or 

taco.  This makes the customer‘s choices 

quick and easy.  They have three       

different types of meat; pork, beef, and 

chicken.  There is also a salad or        

vegetarian choice, my favorite.  I always 

By Tricia Jacobs 

I know I‘ve been MIA for a couple of 

weeks, fellow campers, but trust me: I 

have been IN ACTION all the time.  That 

dark and dense force field in the corner 

booth at the Collegiate for the past 

month, fueled by non-stop coffee, has 

been yours truly, Dr. Deville, on a very 

special assignment from the College 

President. 

 

The CP called me in to his office in early 

March, closed that big door, tipped back 

in his huge leather chair, gave me that ‗I 

am president and you are NOT‘ look, and 

said ―Deville, your future at this college 

depends on one word: SUSTAINABLE. 

Can you devise a plan to make Camp 

Alfred SUSTAINABLE? I‘ll give you 

one minute to decide on your answer, 

and here‘s a clue. Your answer is ‗YES, 

Sir!‘ 

 

Hey, I didn‘t get my Ph.D. by being   

stupid. I gave the CP a quick ‗Yes, Sir‘ 

and told him I had just one question: 

What does ‗sustainable‘ mean? It seemed 

like a fair question. Sometimes words 

change their meaning. When I started at 

Camp Alfred, Clinton was president and 

‗sustainable‘ meant something that could 

go on forever. For ex. my freshman comp 

teacher could go on forever, so I guess 

she was ‗sustainable.‘ 

 

Fast forward to 2011, and sustainable got 

all mixed up with ‗green,‘ another good, 

old-fashion word. Remember when 

‗green‘ meant, well, green? Plants are 

green, algae is green, Irish people are 

green….OK, you know what I mean. 

Anyway, somewhere in the past couple 

of years, ‗green‘ started to mean ‗good‘ 

or ‗desirable or even ‗cool‘ sometimes. 

The idea probably started because plants 

and Irish people are desirable AND cool. 

Who knows how words get meanings, 

really? Maybe if I were a freshman 

again, scary thought, I could do my   

library paper on that question, but it‘s too 

late, baby! 

 

OK, you need a mind like Deville‘s to 

follow some of this. If ‗sustainable‘ 

By Mike Deville, Ph.D. 

means something that can go on forever, 

and if plants and (some) Irish people can 

go on forever, voilà, ‗sustainable‘ means 

something good that can go on forever, 

right? 

 

So I think the College President is     

telling me 1) Camp Alfred is good, 2) 

Camp Alfred deserves to go on forever, 

and 3) I‘d better come up with a plan to 

make Camp Alfred ‗sustainable‘ so it 

can go on forever. Hey, when you break 

it down, it all sounds so simple. Or  

maybe he‘s saying we need more green 

people here? Simple; we recruit more 

Irish students and professors!  

 

But seriously, I figure the CP is saying 

running a college COSTS MONEY, and 

to keep Camp Alfred sustainable and 

open, you‘d better FIND EVERY WAY 

TO SAVE MONEY, DEVILLE!  OK, 

here‘s my plan to save money at Camp 

Alfred. Buckle your seat belts, because 

Dr. Deville is serious about cutting costs 

here!  

 

Camp Alfred uses about a zillion cubic 

feet of natural gas per year, mostly for 

heating the campus and cooking as 

CDH. Therefore, beginning in fall 2011 

 

Food at CDH will be served raw; this 

should be fine with most of the veggies 

and fruits, but not many people like raw 

meat, so meat will be phased out. By 

May 2012, Camp Alfred will be a vegan 

campus. 

 

Hot water for showers will be phased 

out by May 2012. Cold showers will 

build tougher students. Students will be 

encouraged to take their showers with a 

friend, preferably a warm friend, to save 

more money.  

 

Dorms will be heated to 40 degrees, just 

above freezing, next winter. Students 

will wear insulated winter clothes for 

studying. Students will be encouraged to 

sleep two or three to a bed for extra 

warmth. 

 

Classrooms will be heated to 40       

degrees. Professors will be urged to 

‗heat up‘ their lectures and discussions. 

Particularly ‗hot‘ professors will earn 

bonuses.  

 

The college will attempt to recruit more 

‗hot‘ students and ‗hot‘ teachers to keep 

the classrooms warm. Older ‗cool‘ 

teachers left over from the 1970s will be 

urged to ‗turn up the heat‘ or retire. 

‗Cool‘ is out. 

 

University Police will hire more ‗hot‘ 

officers, though, to be honest, the most 

recent UP hires are already pretty ‗hot‘ 

in Deville‘s opinion. 

 

No more buses will circle the campus. 

Students will be expected to walk      

everywhere, including to the college 

barn. This will save gas and promote a 

healthy lifestyle for students. 

 

Electricity is another big expense at 

Camp Alfred. Beginning fall 2011 

 

Generators attached to exercise      

equipment in the Fitness Center will 

generate most of the electricity used to 

light the campus. 

 

Students will be required to take an 

HPed class every semester to make sure 

there are students on the exercise      

machines 24/7.  

 

Small generators will be installed under 

each desk in the dorms so students can 

work the pedals to produce electricity to 

run their computers. 

 

Class rooms will not be lighted. Stu-

dents will carry small, rechargeable 

flashlights to each class. 

 

Small wind turbines will be erected all 

over the campus to generate electricity 

from any wind on campus.  

 

Larger wind turbines will be placed near 

buildings known for being particularly 

‗windy,‘ such as Brown Hall and the 

Huntington Building. 

 

Only ‗acoustic‘ musical instruments will 

be allowed in concerts at Orvis. No    

electric ‗rock‘ groups will be allowed. 

Students who wish to listen to music will 

have to learn the words and sign the 

songs themselves instead of using elec-

tricity to play them.  

 

The college radio station will only   

broadcast one hour per day. That hour 

will be news and weather and the       

occasional ‗acoustic‘ jazz recording. 

 

The Laundromats will be open one hour 

per day. Students are requested to wear 

the same sweats and hoodies all semester 

without washing them. (While this may 

be a problem for some students, many 

engineering students will not notice this 

change.) 

 

These are the main points of my ‗energy 

saving‘ plan to make Camp Alfred      

sustainable. This plan will save so much 

money that Camp Alfred should ‗go on 

forever‘ or at least until fall 2012,   

whichever comes first.   

 

But this is just the beginning. When the 

College President gives you a special 

assignment, he wants results! So this is 

just Phase One of my plan to save energy 

here. I don‘t want to give away too much 

of Phase Two this early, but here‘s a hint: 

Camp Alfred happens to sit on thousands 

of feet of Marcellus shale. Some of you 

are saying, ―What? Who cares?‖ But I 

hear a few of the smarter ones saying, 

―Hmmm, Marcellus shale…This could 

be just what Camp Alfred needs. A little 

fracking here, a little fracking there, and 

pretty soon, Camp Alfred will be the best 

fracking campus in the SUNY system!‖   

 

And you can take that to the bank! 

get the veggie soft tacos.  If you order 

tacos, it comes with three. The burritos 

are huge, stuffed, and very filling.  They 

warm the tortilla in a heat press.  As you 

move down the line, the employee, or 

―burrito artist‖ if you will, asks you to 

make some very basic choices.  The first 

choice they ask is if you want rice, black 

beans, pinto beans, or fajita peppers put 

in your tortilla.  The second choice is for 

mild, medium, or hot salsa.  Much like 

Subway Restaurant, you move down the 

line and each burrito artist asks you a 

question, and piles up delicious          

ingredients on your tortilla. The last 

choice is for sour cream, guacamole, 

corn, cheese, and lettuce.  The cashier 

rings you up at the end of the line.  They 

put your burrito or tacos in a little basket 

on a tray, or let you take it to go.  One of 

my favorite add-ons is the chips and  

guacamole to go.  It‘s great to take home 

for a snack for later. 

 

The popularity of Chipotle, combined 

with the healthy and quick food, is why I 

think a restaurant like this would be great 

in Alfred.   

Alfred State College -- The Alfred State 

College  softball  team swept  a  pair  of 

games from Finger Lakes CC on Friday.  

The Lady Pioneers won the opener 8-0 

and won the nightcap 1-0 in walk-off 

fashion.  ASC is now 10-18 (7-11 Region 

III Division III). 

  

Eight different Pioneers collected hits as 

ASC used a four-run 2nd inning and a 

three  run  5th  inning  to  cruise  to  the     

victory.  Athena Scavo (Hornell) was 1 

for 2 with 2 RBI while Kate Bailey (West 

Valley) was 1 for 3 with 2 RBI.  Natalie 

Sylvester  (Perry)  tossed  the  first  four   

innings allowing just four hits to earn the 

win. 

 Neither team could get on the board in 

the second game until Amber Harding 

(Fillmore) singled home Angie Depew 

(Wellsville) with no outs in the bottom 

of the 7th to complete the sweep.  Depew 

walked to lead off the inning and stole 

second base.  Sylvester collected the lone 

extra base hit for ASC with a 5th inning 

double.  Alfred was held to just five hits 

on the  day.   Pam Rupp (Cattaraugus  

Little Valley) tossed a complete game 

gem to earn the win.  She allowed just 

three hits while striking out five. 
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